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2. Abstract

The AU’TOWIND  project had defined as a main goal [he pro;oh~-integrati m of an operational
cable-suspended platiorm (o be used in cleaning and maintenance tasks CIN rently  performed by
human workers, t

The main objective of the project has been to pro~-ide a cost-efficient solution: ymzmteeing  security
and qua[ih  of cleaning f~ork.

Regarding the cleaning procdure. the initial aim towards the automati=  tion of the e.usting
manual glass-cleaning procedures. incIuding  injection of water/sol~ant.  1 rushinghtiping  and

0. cn.entual t%rther  injeetion of water/glazer, has been direeted to;~ards the ~stern that \vouid
guarantee maximum quality of the resuits.

3. Introduction

The use of transparent materials in modem high buildings imposes cieanin ;/maintenance  ofxxations
currently done hy human speeialised workers, who are often exposed to important risks. Consequently,
the cost of the operations is actually very high and for that reason the market r:mains  restricted.
In order to provide a solution to this problem, the AUTOWN3  project has aimed at the development
of a low-cost ,“ reliable, safely remote-operated window lglass surface cleaning : ystem.

The project succeeded its main goal of proving the f&sibility  of a pr( ,totype-integration of an
operational cable-suspended pIatform, demonstrated window-panel cleaning tasks on a real building
facade.
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The system is self-contained from a water and solvant  point of view and requ- res only an electrical
power supply line, The design of the system eliminates water leaks and the L scd water/ solvant is

hxally  recycled and can be re-employed  for further cleaning cycles.

Theses aspeets  contribute to the environmentally-friendly approach for system design, while cm the
same time they permit to have a very light suspended system (150 kg), the “efore minimizing the
required infrastructure for [he building.

The system is tele-operattxl through visual feedback and wireless communicaticr  I link, on the basis of
an extremely simplified user interface. The programming software includes supp(  rt of graphic displays,
washing parameters. etc.

The quality of the cleaning procedure has been given important focus during t~le development effort.
The chosen innovative technology gives cleaning results similar to the one j obtained by human
workers, a fact that is seldom in automatic cleaning systems. The cleaning meth: xi consists of injecting
high-pressure water and sol~-ant in a restricted area while creating a Iwal  vacti urn envelope in a way

that the water is not spread around. Practically 100% of the sprayed water/soI  vant is recovered with

*

this method.

4. Technical description

As a first step. the research project dealt ~vith an investigation of the cIeaning prt ~edure, with [he objective
to approach the “human-like” w’s!”. in order [o obtain a quality comparable of th: one from human Iabour.
The technology of [he cleaning tool has been investigated in depth. To\\ards  t] is direction, ROBOSOFT
proposed an interesting idea concerning the cleaning procedure: A tool compr sing a tape of a cleaning
tissue. mounted in a w’ay to circulate continuousl~. The operating part would t ~en perform the cleaning.
remaining in contaci \\_ith ihe windo}s panel. ~~hile rotating around a thin roiier, Simultaneously. other
parts of the tissue ~~ould be induced with sohant  or water. while other parts .sould  be dried as ~~ell as
cleaned through a =lf-corhained  tank. in a continuous ~Fay. The idea ~~as intere’  ting,  since it could I cad to
a solution of several probIems: Problems occurring with brushes {the]’ are bull .y, they become dirty se~
fast) as weil as wi~rs (they lea~e leaks. need to be dried often and use a lot of w’ iter).

Other interesting aqxcts of the proposed idea w’ere the enhanced agdity of the ;Ieaning ted (a thin roller
can have access to window panel angIes  etc) as well as the foreseen economy ir I solvants and }vater wlich -

a
could lead to a higher autonomy of the overall machine for a given weigit.

On the other hand. veq’ soon after the beginning of the project, another different approach has been
engaged fr~m ~cPIsA/CALs~GIJAL also imlu&ng tk construction of several exqxximental
prototypes.

An exqxximenta[  tcddisplacement set-up for extensive cleaning tests has been constructed by CRHF . The
importance of the ckming tool performance having been recognised by all p mtners,  the consortium has
decided to. proceed with cleaning tests further than initially planned, by fitin; the maximum admissible
cleaning ted weight to 100N and by Iea-ing the parallel development of the K 110 ckaning tool approaches
free to continue until month 12.

Concerning the platform on which the cleaning tool will be mountal,  the initial idea was to have it
stabilised against the area to be cIeaned  and a tele-operator to pre-define thrc ugh video-image (or
other sensing means) a working panel for the machine to perform. The ‘ nachine would  then
generate brushhiper trajectories for optimal and safe cleaning.

T@ principle has been followed towards integration, Apparently it represents the best possible way
to controI  the ckaning  procedure. while continuous cleaning or tactile-ha sed cleaning can be
compromising to quality aspects.
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Another impflant  objective of the project was the definition of optimal cable-’ suspension means,
chariot dri~lng ~t~ and robust horizontal and vertical motion remote control sy Wems. At the ve~
early SI+X- an “aeronautic” approach has been engaged. aiming to the integrat  on of a system as
light M possible-  in order to avoid cost increase of the required infrastructure.

The :d:~ptability of the s@tio~V  hardware (guiding rail on roof. power supply Iif .es etc) for varying
txxs of buildings  rePre@~ a major  design criterion. together with the possik  ilities to minimise
the cost of the inst~Jed ifiastm~ure  per building in a wa]- to minimise th.: neoessary  initiai
inreslnltlll.

The prqjwt  dso aimed he develowm of sophisticated. sensor-based adaptive p atform-technolo~
for the stabili=(ion-  a~erence  and mobility of the autonomous cleaning unit against the glass-
SUrf3LN  of tl~~ building-  in away to obr-ain et%cient  and user-friendly wireless tele. cqeratioh.

FurIiwnWre.  th~ re=arch obj~ti~~ included design optimisations  for speed of the system during
Oper.ltidn  find Ithxkdar “u’ashing  unit” design for rapid washingwntainer  ( re-charge”  during
opeW ion.

* s. RcsllIts

]. GtwtI!YIl  dt’.~i.v w~ro~chj~r the projected qstem

The ccncm~ d=iw aPProach for A~TOWN has been the “aeronautic” sstem consideration ra(hcr  than
I the industrial  nmchinew”  considera~ion

Qbxnc[ic Tcchnolo3. ~vith  es~blished  ekprien= in light-~~eight,  mobile robc[ics  design. insisted in the
I minin:iwtion of the Jyeight of the skwnded vstem as a means to bring doum bo h infrastructure and main

I
~stelll costs

As a R-SUIL  IhC nlechani~l  I design  focused on ‘-flexible’” structures. \vhiie [he various hydro-electric
~qCIIIS (u ater-pressure  pumps. WIcuum pumps. compresso~s. etc) have xen chosen \vith  great
consideration on their POu’edweigh performance.

,.

I .2. op[it?tisatioll  qf the washing  mol by TECPH’A,  RKUAL.,  CAL$A

e As a first step. th~ re~ch ProJ@  ~It with an investigation of the cleaning pr xedure, with the objective
to apprm~ch the “human-hke”  way. ]n order to obtain a qualih comparable of tte  one from human labour.
The t.whnology of the Ciafing  tool has been investigated in depth. Towards t’tis directio~ ROBOSOFT ‘
~ro~sc.  an interesting idea conczming the cleaning procedure: A tool comps ising a tape of a cleaning
tissue. mount~  in a J~aY to circu~ continuous%’. The operating pm would I hen perform the cleating.
remaining in contact  $~lfi  tie ui~ paneL while  rotating around a thin ro ler. Simultaneously, other
pa~5 of the tissue ~rould k inducd  with solvant  or \\ater, while other parts would be dried as weH as
clearrd through  a se~~n~ned ~- in a continuous >Yay. The idea was intere ;ting,  since it could lead to
a ~ll]tion  of se~eral  problems: PrcMerns cxcurring u-ith brushes (they are buE~, they become dirty ve~
fast) m ue]l aS j~ipe~ (they l=~e 1-As,  need to be dried often and use a lot of witer).

Other interesting =ts of the prx idea were the enhanced agility of the ;kming  tool (a thin roller
can h:n’c .aCCSS  to ~~~ndow Panel arl?~es  etc) as well as the foreseen economy i~ 1 solvants  and water which
~~d kad to a higher WOIIOItIj’  of the overall machine for a @\’en weight.

On the other  h~nd ~-ery ~n ~= tie  begirming  of the project, another di Terent  approach has been
enga~~+ fi-om TECpISNCALSA7.IGUAL  also including the construction of several exqxximental
prototy~s.
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An experimental tooldisplacernent  set-up for extensive cleaning tests has been c~nstructed  by CR.HF The
importance of the cleaning tool wrfiormance  having been recognised by all pat triers, the consortium has
decided to proceed with chning tests finther  than initially planned, by fixing the maximum admissible
cleaning tool weight to lOON and by leaving the parallel development of the tw J cleaning tool approaches
free to continue until month 12.

Concerning the platform on which the cleaning tool will be mount@ the initial idea was to ha~.e it
stabilised against the area to be cleaned and a tele-operator  tool predefine throL gh video-image (or
other sensing means]  a working panel for the machine to perform. The machine would then
generate brushh~iper  trajectories for optimal and safe cleaning.

This principle has been followed towards integration.

The finaI design of the optimised wiper, including independent, linear actua’ ion of the upper wiper
Made for better cleaning finishing of the lower window frame, has been presenti d by QLSA/  fUGUAL
/l_ECPISA. The ~stem has required extensite  testing and optimisation, regardir  g:

- ;~ater / solvant injection elements : A large vane~ of injectors ha~e been tes:ed, in order to find the
most suitable for the application
- \\ater/  sol~”ant  pressure: a high-pressure 900 W pump has been installed. ! re~, }lacing the loiv-pressure
pump used in the pre~ious (12-month) protot>~c
- additional degree of freedom for the upper ~~iper blade: a pneumatically actw ted additional degree of
freedom has been installed in order to facilitate the finishing of the lov’er  pa: t of the windo~~ frame.
\\ithout  leaking any trace of fumtidi~ on the glass. This last  tool design mcdifie;  the previous two fixed
wiper blades, using the upper one provided ~~ith a px,sibili~  of indi~idual  d .splacement  tot~ards the
glass surface. In that way, at the bottom of tile tool trajectoq,  (when the too: is at the bottom of the
uindow frame). the main body of the (OO1 is remie~ed from the glass pane’ while the upper ~~ipcr
remains in contact. The upper \\_ipcr  then operates alone during the last  par. of the tool trajccto~.
performing a passage with simultaneous \acuum  aspiration of the last water drops remaining on the
panel. In that way, there are no \\aterdrops  left on the panel after the end of [h: passage,

Other details comprise elemen[s  to automatically seal the dim \\ater  lank [o avoid Ieakagc  during
motion. \vhile  conductiviv  sensors control the operation and give w’aming  abm t low pump pressure due
to o~erload of filter. A ~cle of 8 to 10 hours has been estimated for cleaning tl e filters

3. It]tegratioi~ of the X-F table imd stabilisit?g apperidages by Cybe; Tec

Cybernetic Technolo~  has finished the integration of the selected design solut .on for tod displacement
X-Y table and the platform stabilisation appendages, comprising the retractabk:  articulated system

The distance of the platform from the building has been fixed to 600 mm

Concerning the light displacement system for the washing tool, a rail  guided system  using toothed belts
and X-Y displacement 1400 x 800 guideways has been used. The system is d mensioned  for minimum
~~eight  (25 kg) and can aflord elastic deformation during operation.

The displacements are operated by compact 10OW/ 200 W DC motors, (Ming  tgothed belts on
customised rail-guides. An important effort has been concentrated in the desi;q  and integration of this
guiding and driving system, since the lightest commercially available table:  represented a mass 4-5
times more important than the proposed solution. ~

Another important objective of the project was the definition of optimai  cab ie-suspension  means,
chariot driving units and robust horizontal and vertical motion remote contro! systems. At the very
early stage, an “aeronautic” approach has been engaged, aiming to the integration of a system as
light  as possible, in order to avoid cost increase of the required infrastructure.

I
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The adaptability of the slati~na~  hardware (~iding rail 011 roof, po~ver supply li nes etc) for varying
h~s of buildings represented a major design crheno~ together with the possi >ilities  to minimise
the cost of the installed infrastructure per building in a way to minimise tlie necessary initial
i mest  ment.

The proj=t  also aimed the devetoprnent  of sophisticated, sensor-based adaptive :)latform-technology
for the stabilisation, adherence and mobili~  of the autonomous cleaning uti’ against the glass-
surface of the building, in a way to oblain et?ikient and user-friendly wireiess  tek -operation.

Furthermore, [he research objectifies included design optimisations  for speed c ~ the system during
operation and modular “washing unit” design for rapid washing+ontainer “re-charge”  during
operation.

JOMY integrated a light horizontal bridge with 5m opening and 7 m height, f x an admissible load of
20@)N,  from which the washing unit will be suspended.
The horizontal displacement of the structure is operated ~~ith a stationa~-  E C motor. actuating the
structure motion through a toothed be-h transmission. The ~ertical  displaci  :ment is operated by a
standard 6mm cable- mounted 12V DC motorised t railer unit.

Concerning the detection of the absolute posi~ion  of the horizontal displaceme~ .t chariot on lhe rail and
~he length  of the unrolled cable, necessan for the estimation of the machine location in front of the
facade, an angular position sensors in the displacement motor will lx used. A f[ ee pulley equipped \\ith
an angular sensor will also be used for the estimation of the unrolled cable Iengt k

The outdoor demonstrator had been a critical issue for lhe main proposer, ROBOSOFT.  since [hc
beginning of the project. As the different parts of the ~stem are to~vards  fir al integration stage. the
pract ical,details  of the dernonst rator had to be defined. The technical and securi’  y aqxxts  of t he platform
suspension were a first  ~int of discussion. As initially it \vas planned to instal~  a roof-mounted rail. t hc
Mmical feasibilih  of such an installation had to be examined. in detail. It ap. =red that. follo~ving  ~n
expertise performed by Tractel. the roof of the CRIIF  building is constructs 1 with a roofing coating
material that cannot bear an~ further loading at all. This fact would permit the: ail installation ordy after
the removaf of the roof coating. Such operation would then require extensive is )lation  works on the roof
of the building, involving financial expenses not normally anticipated within the project development.
For these reasons, CyberTec  propxed to avoid the roof-mounted system in fa ~our of a system directiy
mounted against the building facade, constmcted  with two towers mainly fixed m the soil and partly  on
the facade, on which a bridge hoiding the rail could  be easily attached. The specific location for the
installation of the two towers has been defined by CRIIF nearby the dedicated lab where the Au[o\vind
esqxrimentd  prototype is prepared. The two towers made from aiuminiu&  p: ofiles  were fixed on two
concrete blocks and reach a height of 10 meters. An horizontal structure also made from similar
ahuninium  profiles bridges the h~o to~vers and support the rail for the Autowi id platform.

5. Design and  integration of the z[ser-itlterface  sof~are a)zd com~ ninication  link to the
motion coM-olier

The motion controller proposed by Robosoft  consists of a VME-format cad with 8 axis capacity,
generrdly  used in rnuiti-atis  control in robotics applications

The card has an internal CPU that hosts a resident operating system, Albatros,  comprising a number of
standard fimctionalities  needed for multi-axis control, such as a reid-timt;  Kernel, I/O devices, a
generafi~  PfD, trajectory generator, sensor read modules and command inter xeter.

The embarked module can also carry application programmed down-loadei  from a host computer,
through C interface libriuies,  as welI as speeitlc tools for downloading (zvailable  for PC or SUN-
SPARC) based on a OASYS cross-compiler
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The user-interface software has been developed by CIZIIF  in a MS Windows en~i:’onment.

It comprises communication link establishment with the embarked system ;,mphic display of the
application including window frame, washing tool condition, various parameter: such as electro-valves
ordoff. stabilisers ordoff functions etc. The programme permits to the operator CJ position the washing
head to the desired location for the starting of the washing procedure and then to re-position  the head to
the end location of the cleaning trajectory. The host sofhvare  then generates the trajectories of the X-Y
table motors in order to completely cover the defined w-face and operate all the other required
operations such as “washing head out”, “pumps on”, “pumps off’ etc.

The communication link to the embarked ~stem consists of a data link and a ;id: to image link. The data
link operates at 223.6 to 225 Mhz (programmable) as an. asynchronous programmable RS232 interface.
at rates of 110 to 9600 baud, with a range of up to 150m,  An adaptation of the Al >atros  operating system
for fitting the oiT-board protwols  has been made by Robosoft.

The \ideo link operates at frequencies up to 7 F&z. with output power of 10 m}!

6. Conclusions
e It can be concluded that AUTOWIhrD has ful[y reached its goals, succeedin  z in demonstrating the

feasibiliq  of a teleoperated  windo}$-cleanirig  ~stern. comprising an important number of mechanical.
hydraulic, electrical, electronic and soft~vare  components. The complexig of th: required research and
o! ’erail integration for such a q-stem rates the AUTOWTND project \\ell  beyond’ he level of the results of
a ~_pical  project of the CRAFT gpe.
It is largely ex~cted  that industrial \ersions  of the AUTOWIND ~stem will Ix manufactured and sold
in the near future by members of the consortium for a number of cleaning -relatl  d applications.
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PHOTOGRAPH OF THE COMPLETE PROTOTYPE DURrNG OPERATION
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The photograph shows the AUTOIWIND Wstem during operation on the fac ~de of CRUF in Paris
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ARCOW

.Arcow (of the OCS group) stands for Autonomous Robotic Cleaning of Windows. The
positioning of the robo~ over the facade of a building is achie~ed due to a programmable roof-
moun(ed cradle positioning ~stem.  Owing to a tactile. sensor based. dz :uming head, ~yhich
determines the windoij  dimensions and the robol’s orientation to it. the WS .em is adaptable to a
range of windo~v sizes and angles of inclination.
The robot has a single pass tvashA\ipe head. which  sequentially \vashes. dries and shines the
t+indows.  while rqcling  the emironmentally  friendly cleaning fluid.
To achieve a higher quali~, the robot has some sensors, detecting resist me to the cleaning
action by impacted material on the glazed surface. .The head then repeats the clean if necessmy.
Future possibilities are optical sensors for quantitative assessment of “clez n glass”, and shaped

@
v asM\vipe heads.


